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Description: The Water Lily design was created using a series of mixer 
blocks from the Cattail Wall Quilt Mixer series designed by Judy and Bradley 
Niemeyer, from Quiltworx.com.  It includes three sections referred to as 
Groups A, B, and C and these Group sizes have been standardized so that 
you can use interchangeable blocks in each space.  The Units selected for 
this quilt were named Ribbon Star, Moon Flower, and Star Point Border. You 
may color the pattern in Quiltster.  

 What You Will Learn in This Class:  Judy Niemeyer’s unique Organization, 

Stacking and Cutting Techniques, Floating Points, Paper piecing templates and 
tutorial, and curved piecing.  
Pattern: Judy Niemeyer’s Water Lily $51.00 
Size: 77 x 77 inches 

Fabric:  Prior to the introductory session, review the pattern and select the required fabric. If you have done a 
Judy class before, cut out your papers (Units with a ~1/4 extra and temples on the line). Be sure not to cut apart 

templates that are joined together. They will be cut apart with a stack of fabric under them.  

Supplies: 

Sewing Machine, power cord, foot peddle, ¼ - inch foot or ability to adjust to a 
1/4-inch, 
 New needle: (recommend size 70 microtex (sharp) or 80 microtex (sharp).  
Thread to blend with our fabrics 
Rotary cutter, small mat, and ruler. (Make sure you have a good blade) 
Seam ripper 
Flower Head pins 
Scissors small 
Glue stick (water soluble) and glue pen and repositionable glue (I will have some 
of these with me.) 
Scotch tape 
Gallon plastic bag and paper clips  
If you have a Purple "Thang" or stiletto bring it along. 
Add a quarter 6 or 12 
You also need a folding temple when you work.  I will have this for you.  

  
If you need help with fabric quantities, the kitting sheet below may help: 
 
http://www.quiltworx.com/patterns/water-lily/ 
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